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ABSTRACT
This investlgation was undertaken to compare the behavioral-
inEeraction patterns of student teachers that ranked either high or l-ow
in anxiety and high or low ln perception of threat. T\uenty-two student
teachers were used as subjects for thls investigation. A1l, subjects were
videotaped during three complete cLasses. Subjects were assigned Eo high-
anxiety and l-ow-anxiety groups by a median split of mean scores on the
nodified state version of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI).
Subjects were assigned to high-perceptlon of threat and low-perception of
threat groups by a nedian split of mean scores on the subjective analysis
questionnaire (SeOl ]'- fn" tapes were coded by an expert coder through the
use of Cheffers' e,i.pa"aion of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System
(CAFIAS). Behavioral sequences were traosposed onto conputer cards for
analysis. Computer data included ratios and percentages of the eight
CAITAS variabLes. A mean score was used to represent each suu5ectl-f' 
=-:':?:
Multivariate analysis of variance determined that significant differences
existed between the high-anxiety and l-ow-anxiety groups, and between the
s-high-perception of threat and the Iow-perception of threat grorrp"r/ This
1ed to a rejection of the null hypotheses that (a) there wfff UJno
significant differences between behavioraL interactlon teaching patterns
of high-anxiety and low-anxiety student teachers and (b) there will be no
slgnificant differences between behavioral interaction teachlng patterns
of student teachers that are high in percept.ion of threat and 1ow in
PercePtion of threaE. Univariate analyses of variance were used to
determine those variables that contributed significantly on their own.
only one variable (pupil nonverbal initiation, student suggested) was
found to be slgnificant for the anxiety groups. Only one variabl-e
(teacher questions, verbal) was found to be significant for the perception
of threat groups. Discriminant function analysis was performed to reveal
the percentage of contribution to between groups difference for each
variable. It was found that anxiety and perception of threat affected
teacher behavior in this study. Student teachers ranking high in
anxiety and perception of threat exhibited more direct Eeachi-ng behaviors,
and student responses were nore mechanical and controlled. Student
teachers ranking low in anxiety and perception of threat exhibited rnore
i.ndirect teaching behavior and mrde greater allowance for student
creativity.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
It. is easy to see the important positlon of the professional teacher
in todayrs society. As in any profession, teaching must keep pace with Ehe
denands of an ever changlng world conrmunlty. The teaching profession must
constantly anaLyze, syntheslze, redefine, and restructure its methods in
an attempt to gain the goals and objectives that must be obtained and
mainEained.
A most important segEent of the preparation to enter the teaching
profession is the apprentice-type experience of the pre-servlce teacher.
The content of a pre-service program ls greatly responsible for the
development of a fuEure teacherrs actions, responses, and methods during
a teaching situation. Student teachlng can be a shocking experience.
After years of playing a passlve role as a student in the teaching-learning
process, the student teacher must abruptly take Ehe part of the central
flgure, one who generally dictates and dominates the teacher-student
interaction process.
An abrupt ehange of roles can very often cause a state of anxiety.
The concept of anxiety ls a key factor in the study of personarity and
human behavlor (Fischer, 1970), It is an important fundamental hrrman
euotion that is described by many behavioral scienti.sts as a ',basic
condition of human existence" (spielberger, Lglz, p. xl). rn the past
3 decades the reaiization of anxiety as a powerful influence on human
behavior has produced a great deal of interest.
Anxiety can be characterized by feelings of uneasiness (Oxendine,
1
21968; Rogers, 1973) that seem to accompany a stressful situation. These
sensations are the results of an activation or arousal response of the
organism that can be displayed by increased heart rate, butterflies in the
stomrchr an increase in perspiration, increased muscle tenslon, tremor,
irritability, dry mouth, and a desire to urinate frequently (Fisher, L976;
Lazarus, L966; Levitt, L967; Oxendine, 1968; Shaffer, L947). These
sensations are attributed to the level of neural activity (Butter, 1968;
Duffy, L957; Sage, 1971-) an indivldual is experiencing. "sometlmes these
sensations are so intense that they interfere with the upcoming performance.
These physiological effects of hr:man emotion can distort behavior, inhibit
finel-y coordinated and complex sport skills, and hamper performance"
(Fisher, L976, p. 88).
These problems relate dlrectly to the highly anxious teacher of
physical- education. Teaching physical education i-nvolves more than
transferring a body of knowledge verbally. Physical and nonverbal-
lnteraction is an important aspect of the learning process. By being
placed in a sudden role change, it is hypothesized that a student teacher
will experience sme form of anxiety. Moreover, the anxj.ety-prone
individual could be negatively affected to a severe degree.
The question is thus raised: Should pre-service teaching programs
in physical education consider some type of desensitization for the
highly anxious student teacher?
Scope of Problem
This study was initiated to compare the teaching behaviors of 11
high-anxiety and 1l- low-anxiety pre-service teachers. subjects were
student teachers from the school of Health, physlcal_ Education, and
Recreation at Ithaca Co1lege, Ithaca, New York. Each student teacher was
3l.?ldeotaped thr.ee times durlng the 1979 spring semester. Videotaped
teaehing sessions were coded using Chefferst Adaptation of Flandersr
Interaction Analysis System. Behaviors of the three teaching sessions
were represented by mean scores. The modified state form of the State-
Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) was adninistered to the subjects 10 minutes
before each videotaped teaching situation to categorize the subjects as
being either high anxiety or low anxiety. A subjective analysis
questionnaire was administered to Ehe subjects 10 minutes before each
videotaped teaching situation. This questionnaire assessed 14 possible
threats to sEudent teaching. Subjects were categorLzed as being either
high in perceived threat or low in perceived threat on the basis of a
median split.
Statement of Problem
This investigation was undertaken to compare the behavioral
interaction teaching patterns of high-anxiety and low-anxiety student
teachers and to compare the behavioral lnteraction teaching patterns of
student teachers that are high in percelved threat and low in perceived
threat.
Hypotheses
1. There will be no significant differences between behavioral
interaction teaehing patterns of high-anxiety and low-anxiety student
teachers.
2' There will- be no signiflcant differences between behavioral
interaction teaching patterns of student teachers that are high in
perception of threat and 10w in perception of threat.
4AssumpElons of Studv
The following assumptions were significant to the intention of this
investlgation:
1. The subjects selected were representative of the population of
physical education student teachers at Ithaca Co1lege, Ithaca, New York.
2. The differences in sex, subject mrtter, skill- level, and
l-ocation would not affect the behavioral interaction patterns of the
student teachers and their students.
3. The coding of three entire teaching sesslons using CAFIAS would
be adequate in the confirmation of a behavioral interaction paEtern for
each student teacher.
4. The nodified state form of the STAI was an adequate measuring
device for the selecti-on of high-anxiety and low-anxlety student teachers.
5. The subjective analysis questionnaire was an adequate measuring
device for the selection of high-perception of threat and low-pereeption
of threat student teachers.
Definition of Terms
The followlng terus rrere significant to the intention of this
investlgation:
1. SEudent teacher is a student eorol-led in a higher education
program ln the area of teaching and is obtaining practlcal experience in
an authentic class situatlon.
2. Secondarv school level consists of grades 7 through 12.
3. State anxiety ls an enotional reactl-on rrconslsting of unpleasant,
consciousl-y-perceived feelings of tension and apprehension, with associated
activatlon or arousal 0f the autonomic nervous systemt' (spie1_berger,
L972, p. 29).
54. The Modified Self-Evaluation Questlonnaire for State Anxlety
(SUq; is a self-report instrr:ment ttrat assesses the anxiety mood perceived
durlng a particular situation. It i-s a uodification of the sel-f-
evaluation questionnaire for state anxiety in the State-Tralt Anxiety
Inventory (STAI).
5. Hlgh-anxietv student teachers are student teachers that have
been classified as being anxiety prone by the SEQ.
6. Low-anxietv student teachers are student teachers that have
been classified as being less anxiety prone by the SEQ.
7. The subjective analysis questlonnaire (Seq; is a self-report
instrument that assesses perception of threat by sLudent teachers toward
student teaching.
8. High-perception of threat student teachers are student teachers
that have been classified as being high ln threat perception by the SAQ.
g. Low-perceptlon of threat student teachers are student teachers
that have been cLasslfied as being low in threat perception by the sAQ.
10. Direct teaching behavior consists of teacher behavior that
l-imits the freedom of student action in the class
11. Indirect teaching behavior consists of teacher behavior that
encourages the freedom of sEudent action in the c1ass.
L2. Flandersr Interaction Analvsis Svstem (FIAS) is an objective
instrument used to measure verbal interaction between students and
teachers.
■3◆  Cheffers' AdaptatiOn of F■anders' InteractiOn Analysis system
(cAIrAS) is an extension of FrAS that includes nonverbal lnteractlon
between students and teachers, differences in class sttucture, and
variations in the teaching agent.
14. Verbal behavior is an audible action or reaction.
15. Nonverbal behavior is an action or reaction that is not audlble.
Delimitations of Study
The following were delimltations of this investigation:
1. The subjects of this study rrere 22 student teachers at Ithaca
College, Ithaea, New York, teaching at the secondary Leve1 only.
. Only three entire classes were videotaped for each subject to
represent thei.r teaching.
3. This study used one questionnaire (SEQ) to measure anxiety
mood.
4. This study used one questionnaire (SAQ) to measure the
perception of threat in a teaching sltuation by student teachers.
5. CMIAS was the only interaction analysis system used in this
investigation to illustrate behavioral interaction in the class
situation.
Ligitations of Studv
The fol-lowing were Llmitations of this investlgation:
l-. The results pertain only to physical education student teachers
teaching at the secondary level.
2. The results may only be valid when Ehe SEQ is used to ueasure
anxlety. mood.
3. The results may onLy be valid when the SAQ is used to measure
perception of threat.
4. The results raay only be vaLid when CAFIAS ls employed to detect
behavioral interaction patterns for each student teacher.
Chapter 2
REVIEI'T OF REI,ATED LITEMTIIRE
The review of related literature pertlnent to thls lnvestigation
wilL consist of the following areas: (a) the concept of anxiety, (b)
arousal and perfonuance, (c) anxlety assessment, (d) use of systenaEic
observation for teaching analysis, (e) past use of CAFIAS with pre-
service teachers, aod (f) srtmnrarY.
The Concept of Anxiety
A basic problern has existed in all of the anxiety related studLes
and experiments that have been completed. This problem ls the lack of a
generally accepted definition of anxlety. Many scholars and researchers
have tried to express it,s meaning in various forms. Unfortunately, there
has been littIe success in obtaining a statement that would satlsfy
everyone. The meaning of anxiety lacks scientific preclsion and
inconsistencies exist in its usage' (Hilgard, Atkinson, & Atklnson, 1971).
one of the urajor difficulties in obtaining a consensus definition has
been the controversy over the conceptual status of anxiety (Carron, 1971;
Martens, 1971; Spielberger, 1971). Some researchers claim that anxiety is
a relatively stable trait. others assert that anxiety is transltory in
nature (Splelberger, L96G).
Another contributing problem to the disagreement of conceptuallzation
has been the confuslon of anxlety with closely related terus. stress,
tension, threat, and fear have all been used synonynously wlth anxiety
(Fischer, L97O; Martens, 1971-). These problems have led to
a nirmber of conceptual perspectives. As Fischer (1g70) states:
"There are almost as rnany definitions of anxiety as there are papers
about it" (p. 105).
A characteristic of anxiety that seems to be agreed upon is a feeling
of uneasiness (Oxendine, 1968; Rogers, L973). This feeling of uneasiness
can be characterized by a number of physiological changes. Counon to these
changes are lncreased heart rate, the sensation of butterflies in the
stomachr an increase in perspiratlon, increased muscle tension, trenor,
changes i.n the cognitive process, irritabillty, dry nouth, a desire to
urinate frequently, and a feeling of weakness or helplessness (Lazarus,
L966; Levitt, L967; Shaffer, L947).
Another area of mutual consent in conceptualization seems to be the
relatively close association of anxiety and fear. Most proposed
definitions of anxiety include the term fear i.n varylng degrees of
relationship. These relationships can be ill-ustrated by (a) synonyrnous
use of terms, (b) differentiating fear and anxiety, and (c) fear used as
a construct of anxiety.
Levitt (L967) and Wolpe (1973) define anxiety and fear synonymously.
Psychologists who hold this point of view suggest that the difference
between fear and anxiety is only theoretical. They point out that the
psychological reactions are the sane. Levitt (1967) clains that
experimentalists have used the tems interchangeably.
Many concePtualizations of anxlety offer differences between fear and
anxiery (Goldstein, 1-g3g; Horney, 1g37; May, Lg50; sechrest & tJallace,
L967) 
' Horney hypothesized that anxiety and fear are reactions to danger.
she suggested that if the danger was subjective or hidden, the perceptlon
should be defined as anxiety. rf the danger was objective ln nature the
perceprion shour-d be terured fear. Goldstein (1g3g) viewed anxlety and
9fear much the same way. He pointed out that fear involves a conscious
confrontatlon while anxiety is not recognizabl-e. May (1-950) suggested
that fear is a reaction to the specific, while anxiety is a reaction to
the nonspecific. Sechrest and Wallace (1967) considered anxiety to be a
form of fear. They stated that the difference lies in the source of fear
in respect to the definition of anxiety. Fischer (f969) offers an
interesting differentiation in that fear seeks to control the body at
present, while anxiety seeks to conLrol the anticipated future.
A thlrd concepEual,ization of the relatlonshlp between anxiety and
fear is the use of fear as a construct of anxiety. lzard (L972) maintains
that anxiety is a varying combination of emotions. He defines anxiety as
tta variable combination of fear and tlro more of the fundamental emotions
of dlstress, anger, shame (including shyness and guilt), and interest-
excitementrr (Izard, 1972, p. 102). Iherefore, anxiety can be viewed as
a pattern of emotions that incl-ude fear (Spielberger, L972).
A number of theorles maintaln that anxiety is a phenomenon that seeks
an equilibrium state and plays a key role Ln the regulation of bodiJ-y
homeostasis (Basowitz, l-955; Ma1mo, 1957). The "fight-or-f1-ight" theory
(Cannon, 1963) is a prime exampl-e. According to this theory, changes take
place in glandular actlvity, muscle reaction, and metabolism. Cannon (1963)
also states that muscular reactions seen to increase in efficlency.
Jacobson (1970) employed anxiety with this connotation in relation to the
ego and the id. He referred to the function of anxiety as being a signal
to the ego to control the instinctive movements of the ld. Jacobson (1970)
clai-ms that anxiety has an adaptive quallty that seeks equtlibrium. The
"general adaptation syndrome" according to selye (1956) states that the
body deals with stressful sltuati.ons through a series of stages. These
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stages are conceived as alarm reaction, resistance, and exhaustion.
Freeman (1948) wroLe of a need for neuromuscular homeostasls. His theory
suggests that when neuromuscular homeostasis is threatened, bodily energies
are activated to maint,ain a normal condition.
Thus far it has been established that anxiety is a feeling of
uneasiness that is related to fear. It has been theorized to be a bodily
devj-ce that maintains homeostasis. Also mentioned rrere two conceptual
problems: (a) the confusion of anxiety with closely related terms, and
(b) the definition of the conceptual status of anxiety. These two problems
must be analyzed and a conceptual position must be establ-ished if one
attempts to understand anxiety.
The differentj.ation of fear and anxiety was discussed previously.
Another tertr that seems to create confusion is stress (Fiseher, 1970). As
with anxiety, there seems to be a disagreement wlth the definition of
stress (Pepitone, L967). Selye (1956) defines stress as "the state
menifested by a specific syndrome which conslsts of al-l nonspecifically
induced ehanges within a biologic system" (p. 54). As pointed out by
Martens (1971), stress and anxiety are s)monymous and can be used
interchangeabLy. Spielberger (1971) disagrees with Martens. He points
out that the synon]mous use of anxiety and stress contradicts the
fundamental dlfferences between the use of stress as the stimulus variable
and state anxiety as the response variable. Spielberger (l_971) views
state anxiety as the resPonse variable with stress being the stimulus and
threat representing the intervening variable. In other words, spielberger
(1971) offers a temporal sequence of events. He equates stress with
external danger, threat with perception of that danger, and state anxlety
w-ith the emotional reaction.
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As mentioned previously, another conceptual roadblock lies ln the
theoretical status of anxiety. It seems to have taken on trilo categories.
Trait anxiety has been defined as a consistent and permanent personality
characteristic. Anxiety resporrse occurs rfiith proper stimulation of a
lat,ent disposition (Howell, 1953). Endler (1968) claims rhar rrair
anxlety is nultldiuensional. Individual differences in trait anxiety may
be categox|zed into three domrlns: physical danger, interpersonal, and
ambiguous (Endl-er, 1968). state anxlety has been characterlzed as a
transitory staLe that is inconsistent over a period of time (Martens,
L97Li Spielberger, 1971). State anxiety is accompanied by the activat,ion
of the autonomic nervous system which can be characterized as an increase
in tenslon (Martens, 1971).
This conceptual status problen seems to have developed from the lack
of distinguishing between these two categories. In an attempt to elarify
the status of anxiety, Spielberger (L972) offers the followlng coneeptual
frame of reference:
1. rn situat,l.ons that are appraised by an individual as
Ehreatening, an A-State reaction wiLl be evoked. Through sensory
and cognitive feedback roechanisms high levels of A-State will be
experienced as unpleasant.
2. The intensity of an A-State reaction r*'i11 be proportional
to the atrount of threat that the sl-tuation poses for an indivldual.
3. The duration of an A-state reaction wir_I depend upon the
persistence of the individualts lnterpretation of the situation as
threatening.
4. Hlgh A-Trait individuals will perceive situations or
glsgrrms!,nces that invorve failure or threats to self_esteex, as
L2
more threatening than rrill- persons who are low ln A-Trait.
5. Evaluati-ons in A-State have stimulus and drive properties
that may be expressed directly in behavlor, or that mey serve to
initiate psychological defenses that have been effective tn
reducing A-States in the past.
6. Stressful situations that are encountered frequently nay
cause an individual- to develop specific coping responses or
psychological defense mechanisms vhtch are designed to reduce or
minimize A-State. (p. 44)
Arousal and Performance
Anxiety seems to manifest itself through a display of physiologlcal
and psychological reactions to an activation or stirring of emoti-on. It
is the activation and degree of intenslty in enotlon that seems to
constitute the concept of arousal. Duffy (1957) and Oxendine (1968) point
out that different levels of arousal should be seen on a continuum frou
excited to death. Al-Ehough an arousal 1evel can be the product of many
conditions as well as a combination of these conditions, Oxendine (1958)
notes that the personality factor most often invol-ved with arousal and
performance is anxiety. In this sense, high levels of arousal would be
exhiblted by hlgh 1evels of arurlety and vice versa. Duffy (1957) carries
this concept one step further by pointing out that the proneness to
develop anxlety readily can be vlewed as a form of overarousal_.
Fisher (1975) offers an acti.vation nechanisur that involves four
neurophyslological components. one of these structures is the
hypothalamus. Its functLon is to control the autonomic bodily processes.
stimulation of the posterior seguent results in a speeding up of the
autonomic functions. Another contributor to this physiologieal activation
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Bechanism is the l-irobic system. Although its responsibilities are still
somewhat vague, the l-irnbic system is known to be involved with regulating
emotional responses. A third structure of this mechanism is the adrenal-
neduIla. It is stimulated by the activity of Ehe auEonomic nervous systen
which is regulated by the hypothal-amus. By secreting epinephrine lnto the
blood stream the adrenal medulla maintains an aroused state over a period
of tine. Finally, the reticul-ar formation or the reticular activating
system (MS) seems to regulate the degree of arousal- an lndividual
experiences (Lykken, 1968; Malmo, 1957).
The degree of activation or arousal can be brought about by
physiological factors such as physieal effort, hormones, and drugs (Duffy,
L957), but the factor that i-s most prominent in causing variation i-n the
leveI of arousal is the percepti-on of a situatlon (Duffy, 1941; Hebb,
1955; O:rendine, 1958). It is the degree of significance of the perceived
situation that seems to directly affect the amount of neural activity in
an individuaL. This statement seems to fit in nicely wiEh Spielbergerrs
(L97L) conception of state anxiety.
The level- of arousal has an effect on the functioning efficiency of
the organisu as a whole. Two theories have been offered in an attempt to
describe the relationship between arousal and task perforuance.
The Hu1l-Spence drive theory can be iLlustrated in equation form:
R = f(E) + f(D x H) (Marrens, 1971); spieLberger, 1971). Ttre function of
drive and habit strength deterrine the excitatory potentlal, which
determines the nature of the response. It is theorized that the dorninant
reaction to a situation will be given more often when drive or arousal
increases. An,increased arousal state will.hamper performance that ts not
well- known and will make the task much easier when it is familiar (Fisher,
L4
L976; Martens, L97L; Spielberger, 1971).
The lnverted-U theory, as offered by Freeman (1940), states that a
moderate level of arousal is needed for maximum performanee. Too 1ow or
too high a level of arousal would result in a sub par performance. Sage
(1971) offers a physlological perspective:
Moderate arousal has an organizing effect on behavior because
it enhances neural transmlssion. Low arousal lnhibits the
transmlssion of impulses because sensory input is not fully
processed at Ehe cortex. High arousal so activates and disrupts
the system th,at there is an inability to integrate and coordinate
the sensory input rfiith the motor output. (p. 117)
A high level of activation can effect behavioral selection. It has
been claimed that a Liniting of the behavioral repertoire takes place
during a period of high arousal (Sage, 1971). The quantity of reactions
or responses available for selection in these situations ls more limited
when compared to moderate arousal-. Ttre well-learned behaviors are often
chosen, even if they are incorrect. The greater the activation, the less
cognition plays a part in selectlon. "High arousal results in a
restriction of percePtual selectivity. The individual is super-alert in
this condltion and is thus being bonbarded with stfunuli. Central stimuli
are attended to, but those on the periphery are not" (Fisher, !976, p.11g).
Anxlety Assessment
The assessment of anxiety suffers fron the problem of conceptgalialng
the term. Throughout the literature, evaluation of anxiety has taken the
fom of objective observations in physicar responses or subjective
questlonnaires in which the subject states how he or she feels or has felt.
carron (1971) points out that the measurement of physiol_ogical
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response Eo stress can be classified into two main categories: (a) adrenal-
secretions, and (b) reactions of the autonomic nervous system. The
adrenal secretions that have been observed are adrenaline, noradrenaline,
and hydrocortisone. Carron (l-971-) lists "heart rate, electric
conductivity of the skin, blood vohme, diastolic and systol-ic blood
pressure, pupillary size, finger temperature, respiratory rate, and many
others" (pp. 183-184) as measures of the autonomic nervous system.
Unfortunately, the different physiological Beasures of anxiety do not
seem to relate well to one another or to the subjective assessors of
anxiety (Carron, 197L; Martens, L97L; Sarason, 1960). Furthemore, how
does one know that the physiologlcal responses are caused by anxiety and
not by other emotional constructs like aggression, enthusiasm, fear,
eJ-ati.on, and many others? How can an investigator deteruine that the
response is caused by anxiety alone, and not by a combination of these
enotional factors? Physiologi.cal reactions are good measures of arousal,
but they laek specificity in assessing anxiety.
Subjective tests also have problems in measuring anxiery. Most of
the problems stem from the subjective nature of the instrument and fron
personal biases that can affect the self-evaluation of the subject. The
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (LIAS), the IPAT Anxiety Sca1e, and the
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Stnt) are exampl-es of subjective anxlety
tests.
The I"IAS (Taylor' L953) is based on the Hull-Spence drivs theory. It
is 
'nade up of overt anxiety questions that were taken from the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Invenrory (MMPI). Carron (1971) and Marrens
(1971) argue that the I'IAS is not an effective measure for assessi-ng
anxiety and motor behavi.or. Martens points out that the IIAS does not
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correl-ate well wlth physiological ueasures and that practice of the motor
task will result in a change in motor response.
The IPAT and the IPAT-8 are used to measure trait anxiety. The
problem with these tests is that they lack the abllity to measure changes
in anxiety (I,Iartens, 1969). Anxiety being a trait would show l-ittle
change through dlfferent situations.
The STAI was developed Eo measure anxiety as both a stable trait and
situatlonal state. Consisting of two forms, the test can evaluate how
an individual- generally feels during a speeified perlod of time. Both the
A-Tralt scale and Ehe A-State scale are well constructed and show
concurrent validity, internal eonsistency, and good test-retest reliabllity
(Carron, L97L; Martens, L97L; Spielberger, 1971). A number of
investi.gators (Carron, L97L; Martens, L97L; Neumnark, L972; Spielberger,
L97L) view the STAI as the most reliable measure of anxiety and assert
that it should be used in fuEure anxiety research.
Use of Systematlc Observation for Teaching Anal-ysis
There are various methods of observing and analyzing teaching
systenatically and objectively. One of these methods is anecdotal record
keeping. A person using this method would record the behaviors as they
occur. Another method rsould be a checklist. Behaviors would be Ilsted
before observation takes place. This would help the eval-uator in looking
for speclfics. A third nethod consists of a checklist and rating scale.
With this type of record an evaluator couLd look for specLfic behaviors
and rate them. Observational instnrments for teaching analysis can
consLst of these methods, separately or in varying combinations.
The uses of an observational instrument 1n a teaching envlronment are
nany. rt can show classroon practices, be a tooL for anal-yzlng teaching,
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he1-p to rnodify teaching behavlor, illustrate onets own teachlng practiees,
show differences in teaching patterns, and help show the relationship
between behaviors and student gror.rth (Batchelder, L975).
Withall (1949) developed seven categories for measuring the socl-al
interaction of a classroom by differentlating teachersr sEatements from
a number of classroom situations. "He saw those behaviors as lying on a
continuum from learner-centeredness to teacher-centerednesstt (l,tedley
& Mitzel, 1963, p. 267).
Medley and Mitzel (1963) deveLoped a systen called "OScAR." This
system was used in the first published research study in physical education
using an observational instrument for data collection (Bookhout, L967).
Medley and Mitzel (1963) also wrote a review of observational systems.
This paper rras so powerful that it acted as a sprtngboard for the
development of thousands of observational instruments during the foll.owing
decade (Cheffers, Amidon, & Rodgers, L974).
Other leaders in the devel-opment of systens were Amidon & Hunter
(1965), Bales (1950), Flanders (1970), and Ober, Bentley, & Miller (1971).
The most fanous and rridely used lnstrumeut is the Flanderst System of
Interaction Analysis (FIAS). In this system verbal lnteraction between
the teacher and the student is analyzed (Cheffers et a1-., L974). This
system consists of 10 categories. A trained obseruer can take these
eategories Eo a classroom and record the behavlor just witnessed.
Recording (coding) uses selected time inter:vaIs which are normally 3 seconds
ln length (Goldberger, L974). The tallies are then paired and placed in a
l-0 x 10 matrix. Each ceIl within the natrix refers to a specific
lnteraction (Cheffers et al., L974). The matrix can be divided into areas
show'ing the teacher to exhibit a strong tendency to lecture, use student
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ideas, give criticlsm and direcEion, provide statements that encourage
student ta1k, respond indirectly to student talk, and respond directly to
student talk (Auldon & Hough, 1967; Cheffers et al., L974; Goldberger,
L97 4) .
There have been a nr:mber of nodifications to FIAS. Some of the more
prominent adaptations were developed by Boschee (L972), Cheffers (1972),
Dougherty (1970), Ebbs (1975), Gasson (1971), Kiemele (L972), Furth (f969),
Love & Roderick (1971), Melograno (1971), and Hygaard (1975).
As for physical education, the development and use of observational
systems in research has been Linited (Locke, L977). Leaders are Anderson
(197L), Cheffers (L972), Mancini, Cheffers, & Zaichkowsky (1976), Nygaard
(1975), and Sledentop (L972). One of the reasons that physical education
has had so few users of observational instruments in analyzing student/
teacher interaction is that FIAS is llmited for physical education
instruction. It ls linited by three characteristics that are vita1.
These characteristies are different cl-ass strucLures, shifts in the
teachlng agency, and the lack of nonverbal behavior categories.
Tn L972 Cheffers introduced an observer system of j-nteraction
analysis that was shown to be rellable and valid for measuring and
observing behaviors in the physical education classroom. Cheffersl
Adaptatlon of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System (CAI'IAS) is a most
important expansion of FIAS. Al-though the basic constructs are the same
for both systems, CAFIAS offers a much broader perspective frou which to
ar.al-yze student/teacher lnteractlons. One area of expanston can be
characterized by the fol-lowing phrase: "If learning occurs, then teaching
is taking place" (Cheffers et al., L974, p. L2). Therefore, one could
redefine and classify the teacher as (a) the classroom instructor, (b)
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students in the class, or (c) the environment. Another change takes
nonverbal interaction into account and makes a distinction between
confusion and silence. A third expansion is the formation of a new
category for student behavior that shows a predictable response while
al-Iowi-ng for student creativity. The fourth expansion shows differences
in the definition of criticism. In a sense, it distinguishes between
encouraging criticism and negative reinforcement. Fina1ly, class strueture
is anaLyzed and compared to the whole when it is segmented. Development
of a compuEer program (Cheffers et aI., L974) has made CAFIAS a practical
method of anaLyzing data from the interaction of class partlcipation in
physical education.
Past Use of CAIIAS with Pre-Service Teachers
A major problem in the area of pre-service teaching is the over-
abundance of subjectivity ln the training and evaluating of future teachers
(Cheffers, L977). hlith the use of CAFIAS and videotape, the pre-teachers
can critique their own teaching experiences and correct their own
mistakes. Slx studles using CAFIAS have been involved with student
teachers.
The first of these studies was eompLeted at Boaton University (t<eiIty,
L975). This study investigated the effects of CAFIAS on pre-servj-ce
physical education students and their attitudes toward different styles of
teaching. It also dealt rrith the development of a new instrument for
measuring teaching effeetiveness: The Teacher Performance Criteria
Questionnaire (TPCQ). lbenty-one student teachers and 653 pupils in the
New Brunswick public schools took part. The 11 student teachers
in the treatment group received 15 hours of lnstruction in CAFIAS. The
control group was given conventional feedback. Both groups taught for a
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period of 3 weeks. lltrile the independent variable was CAIIAS, the dependent
variabl-es were the Teachi.ng Situation Reaction Test (TSRT) which measured
the student teacherst attitudes toward teaching, the Pupil Opinion
Questionnaire (POQ) which measured the pupilrs perception of the student
teachers, and the TPCQ. The investigator concluded that 3 weeks rilas not
a long enough period of tine to effectively measure attiEudes and teaching
effeetiveness. However, the POQ showed that the pupils could definitely
see a difference in favor of the treatment grouP.
Most of the research on pre-se::rice teachers with the use of CAIIAS
has been completed at Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York. A study by
Hendrickson (1975) combined the use of CAFIAS as the independent varlable
and testing instrumenE. The najor thrust of the study dealt with the
effect of CAFIAS on pre-service physical education majors and their
teachlng behaviors. The subjects conslsted of 40 undergraduate physical
education najors enrolled in the 1975 secondary curriculum and methods
class at lthaca Col-Iege. The treatment group received instruction in
CAFIAS as well as conventional feedback. The control group received
conventionaL feedback only. Three l0-minute peer teaching situations were
recorded for each individual. Data were anaLyzed by a two-way anaLysis of
variance by ranks. This revealed the differences in teaching behavior.
Chi-square ana1ysis rras then used to identify and specify each signiflcant
difference. Results showed a signifl-cant difference between the two
groups. The treatment grouP showed more student contribution, more
questioning, more praise and acceptance, and a greater amount of student
initiation.
Another investigation (Rochester, L976) studied the effects of coding
CAI'IAS on pre-service physical educatlon majorsr teaching behaviors and
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teaching effectiveness. Teacher effectlveness was measured by the TPCQ
(Keilty, 1975). Once agaln, an undergraduate curriculum and methods class
at Ithaca College was utilized. The treatment group received basie
instruction in CAFIAS and conventional- feedback. A11 subjects taught in
two micro-peer teaching situations. Five 1976 Ithaca College graduate
students served as judges uslng the TPCQ. Data were analyzed by multi-
variate analysls of variance, analysis of variance, and canonLcal
correlation. The findings reveal-ed a correlatl-on between teacher
effectiveness and teacher behavior. The practical application of coding
was found to be beneficial.
Forty physical education student teachers were used by Vogel (1976)
in a study at Ithaca College. Trso lessons for each subject were videotaped
in area schools. Only the second taping was coded to reduce the Hawthorne
effect. Ihe treatment group received instruction in CAFIAS. Ttre control
group did not. Multivariate analysis of variance determlned the
differences in teaching behavior. Such behavioral characteristics as
verbal- contributlon, praise and acceptance, and nonverbal questionlng were
found in the treatment group.
A study completed by Getty (L977) was closely reLated to that of
Vogel (7976). Getty examined the effects of CAFIAS with the practical
application of coding on student teacherst teaching behaviors al-ong with
the lastlng effeets of those behaviors. The treatment group received
i-nstruction in CAf'IAS and coding procedures. The control group received
conventional supervisory feedback. Each student was videotaped three times.
The second and third tapes were used for data collection. The initial
taping attempted to control the Hawthorne effect. The third taping session
occurred 1 month after the second taping session. Multivarlate analysis
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of variance and univariate analysis of variance were used to determine
statlstical differences. Findings showed that the treatment grouP
revealed more pupil activated behavior, greater use of questioning, more
student ta1k, and that the effects of CAFIAS on teaching behavior can be
maintained over a period of time.
The effects of feedback and lnterpretation of interaction analysis
on Ehe teaehing behaviors and attitudes of 28 physical education student
teachers at Ithaca College were studied by Mancini, Inturrisi, and Frye
(1979). The Teaching Situation Reaction Test (TSRT) was used to assess
teaching attitudes. Teacher behavior was detennined through the use of
CAFIAS. Videotapes of three classes for each subject were used. Both
treatment and control groups received conventional supervisory feedback.
The treatment group had the GAIIAS data interpreted for them. Data for
final analysis were taken from the third vldeotape. Results showed
significant differences in 6 of the 8 CAFIAS variables and more posltive
attitudes on the TSRT.
Sumrary
Anxlety is an inportant fundamental eontributor to a personrs
emotional makeup. Although the feelings are easy to recognlze, a problem
exists in conceptualizlng the term (Carron, L97L; Martens, 1971;
Splelberger, 1971). Ttris problen stens fron the close association and
synonynous use of terms such as fear, stress, and threat, as well as a
disagreement as to the conceptual status of anxiety as a stable trait or
traosient state (Fischer, 1970; Hilgard, Atkinson, & Atkinson, L97L;
Martens, 1971; Spielberger, 1971). Anxiety is theorized to be an emotional
phenomenon that helps the body seek out and maintain an equllibrlum state
or homeostasis (Basowitz, 1955; Malmo, 1-957). Anxiety seems to manlfest
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ltself through psychological as well as physiological arousal. Four
neurophysiological structures are known to be involved with arousal. They
are the hypothalamus, the adrenal medulla, the linbic system, and the
retlcular aetivating systeu (Fisher L976; Lykken, 1968; Malmo, L957). The
rel-ationship between arousal and bodily performance has been illustrated
by two theories: the drive theory (fisher, L976; Martens, L97L;
Spielberger, 1971) and the lnverted-U (Freenan, 1940). A high level of
arousal linits behavioral selection (Fisher, L976; Sage, 1971). Anxiety
can be assessed through physiol-ogical measurement and subjective
questionnaires. Both methods have limitati.ons which stem from the
conceptual problem of anxiety (Carron, l97L; Martens , L97L: Sarason, 1960) .
There have been a number of observational systems developed over the
past 3 decades (Cheffers et al., L974); however, the development and use
of observational systems in physlcal- education has been l-imited. CAFIAS
is a valid and reliabl-e instrr,ment for measurlng and observing behaviors
in the physical education classroom (Cheffers et al., L974). This system
can provide objective data to the evaluator as well as the teacher in the
form of revealing interaction ratios. Five studies have utilized CAFIAS
with pre-serrrice physical education teachers (Getty, L977; Ilendrickson,
L975; Mancini et aL., L979; Rochester , Lg76; Vogel, 1976).
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDI]RES
This chapter reveals the methods and procedures used in the pursuit
of this study. It includes the selection of subjects, testing
lnstruments, coder reliability, methods of data collection, scoring of
data, treatment of data, and suunary.
Selection of Subjects
The subjects of this study were 22 student teachers selected randomly
fron the SchooL of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation at Ithaca
Col1ege, IEhaca, New York. The subjects consented to take part in the
study after being completely info:med of the purpose of the study and
their rlghts as subjects. A11 subjects were student teaching during the
spring semester and were videotaped three times.
Testing Instruments
Cheffersr Adaptation of FLanderst Interaction Analysis System was
used in thls investigation to collect data, systematically on interaction
behavior variables, every 3 seconds or whenever the behavior changed.
CAFIAS measured the teacher/student interaction patterns and behaviors
and objectively recorded verbal and nonverbal behavlor, shlfts in the
teaching agencies, and the structure of the class. CAI'IAS has been shown
to be a valid and rel-iabl-e instrument for the collection of teacher/
student interactlon behavioral data (Cheffers, L972).
Ihe modified state form (SEQ) of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
was used in this study to (a) separate and categorLze the student teachers
into high-anxiety and low-anxiety groups, and (b) to assess the perceived
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leve1 of anxiety during a student teaching experi-ence.
The subjective analysis questi,onnaire (SAQ) was constructed for and
used in this study to assess 14 possibl-e threats to student teaching and
to separate and categorize the student teachers into high-perception of
threat and low-perception of threat groups. Ihe investigator and
Dr. Victor H. Mancinl devised the test to diagnose specifle threats to
student teaching as perceived by student teachers. A review of literature
revealed no test appropriate for assessing the perception of specific
threats to sLudent teaching. Items for the test were suggested by
students enrol-led in the Curriculum and Methods class at Ithaca College,
Ithaca, New York, students enrolled in the Curriculum Design and Analysis
graduate class at Ithaca Co1lege, and selected faculty members at Ithaca
Co1lege. tr{hen construction of the test was complete, it was presented
to the Currl-cul-r:m Design and Anal-ysj-s graduate class at Ithaca College.
The test was evaluated for admlnistratlon, instructlons, and clarLty.
Final modifications were made based upon the reconrmendations of the
graduate students. Fourteen i.tems were agreed upon to be incorporated
into the test. The l4-iten subjective analysis questionnaire (SAQ) is
presented in Appendix C.
Coder ReliabiLity
Coder reliability for thls investigation was assessed through the
use of Spearman rank-order correlation on one randoml-y selected subject
from both the (a) high-anxiety and low-anxiety groups, and the (b) high-
perception of threat and low-perception of threat groups. Ihe data were
taken from two videotapes of each subjeet. I\so different codings were
made for each tape. The results are outlined in Appendix B. To insure
competency in the use of CAFIAS the tapes were coded by an expert coder.
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Methods of Data Collection
Data for analysis of teacher interaction behaviors were collected
during the L979 spring senester. Cooperating teachers and student
teachers were notifled before each videotaping. The student teachers and
their classes were videotaped during entire teachlng segments on 3
separate days. A microphone was employed to capture verbal behavior. The
videotapes vere taken by this investigator who is experienced in the use
of the equipment.
Data on anxiety were collected throughout the semester. The modlfied
state forn (SEQ) of the STAI was administered to the student teachers
10 minutes before each videotaping segment.
The subjective analysis questionnaire (SAQ) was administered
imediately following the completion of the SEQ. Cornpletion of the Seq
took place prior to the start of each class.
The Eapes were coded by an expert coder using CAFIAS, and behaviors
were recorded on a tally sheet.
Scortng of Data
The responses to a1l- anxiety questions were recorded by STAI fo:mat.
The responses to alL perception of threat questi-ons were recorded by
scores ranging from 1 (I cantt see how it could be threatening) to 5 (It
ls quite threatening a great deaL of the tirne). A11 scores were totalled
and a mean score was calculated. The SAQ is presented ln Appendlx C.
Data collected from the coding of teaching segments uslng CAFIAS were
transposed to computer cards to be anal-yzed. The computer printout
included CAFIAS ratios and matrices for the eight behavioral variables.
A mean score for each varlable from the three teaching sessions that were
taped for each subject was used to represent an individual student teacher.
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Treatment of Data
The rnedian score for the total- means on the SEQ was used to
distingulsh the LL hlgh-anxiety student teachers from the 11 l-ow-anxiety
student teachers. Multivariate analysis of variance was used to
determine significant differences beEween the means of the two groupsf
behavioral variables that were il-lustrated through CMIAS. Univariate
analysis of varlance was used to distingulsh which behaviors contributed
independently to dlfferences between high-anxiety and low-anxiety groups.
Dlscriminant functlon determlned the percentage of contribution to
between-groups difference for each of the eight CAFIAS varlables. The
nedian score for the total treans on the SAQ was used to distingulsh the
11 high-pereeptlon of threat student teachers from the 1L low-perceptlon
of threat student teachers.
Summary
The subjects used in this l-nvestigatlon were 22 student teachers from
Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York, who were observed during the spring
semester of L979. Teaching sessions were videotaped for the entire class.
Each subject lras taped three times during the semester. The subjects
t ere categorlzed lnto a high-anxiety group and a Low-anxiety group by
data obtained from the SEQ. The subjects \rere also categorized into a
high-perception of threat group and a low-perception of threat group by
data obtalned from the SAQ. Teaching sessions were coded with CAFIAS
behavioral- categories. The data were transposed for computer analysis.
Interaction patterns of each student teacher were ilLustrated by nean
ratios and percentages of CAFIAS variables
Differences between groups were determined by the use of multivariate
analysls of variance. Signifieant independent CAFIAS behavioral variables
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\rere discovered through the use of univariate analysis of variance.
Between group differences were computed by discriminant function analysis.
The .05 l-eveI of signiflcance was used to test the hypotheses.
Chapter 4
AMLYSIS OF DATA
The results of the statistical analysls of the data from thls study
on the teaching behaviors of student Eeachers categorized as high-anxiety
or lors-anxiety and high-perceptlon of threat or l-ow-perception of threat
are presented in this chapter. The foLlowing are offered: coder
re1-iability, the analysis of teacher behavior, and a summary.
Coder Reliabllity
The coder establlshed coder reliability by randomly selecting one
subject frorn both the (a) high-anxiety and l-ow-anxieEy groups, and the
(b) high-perception of threat and low-perception of threat groups. Two
videotapes of each subject were viewed and coded. The top 10 ceI-l
concentrations for each coding session were compared through the use of
a Spearman rank-order correlation. Adequate reliability was lndicated by
obtaining a correlatiou of .9725. Table 1 illustrates the data from the
compared observations.
Analysis of Teaching Behavlor Data for
the Anxiety Groups
Multivariate anal-ysis of variance (MANOVA) revealed a signiflcant
dLfference between the high-anxiety and low-anxiety student teachers,
Q = .749(L,3, 5.5), p < .01. These findings led to a rejectlon of the
null hypothesls that there would be no statistically significant difference
between behavioral interaction teaching patterns of high-anxiety and low-
anxiety sEudent teachers.
Univariate analysis of variance was used to determine those
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Table 1
Coder Reliability*
Subj ect r
-s
??
111- Low-Anxiety
222 High-Anxiety
114 Low-Perception of Threat
223 High-Perception of Threat
.98
.98
.94
.99
。9725
I
Coder rel-iability determined by a Spearman r comparison of the
coding of teaching behaviors for the first and second observations.
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statistically significant variables that contributed to the overall group
difference. The univariate analyses of variance resuLts, cell neans, and
standard deviations are presented in Table 2. One variable (pupll
nonverbal initiation, student suggested) was found to be statistically
significant, I = 7.2L (1,10), p < .0i-.
Percentages of the between groups dlfference for each of the eight
CMIAS variables were determined by discrininant function analysis. As
shovm in Table 3, 88.082 of the between groups variance can be accounted
for by four of the variables: pupil verbal initiation, reacher suggested
(32.097"); teacher questions, verbal (3L%); teacher acceprance and praise,
nonverbal (L4.L9Z); and teacher acceptance and praise, verbal (10.082).
The mean percentage of behaviors in each CAFIAS category for both
anxiety groups are presented in Figure 1. Substantial differences exist in
information giving (in favor of the high-arurlety group) and in rhe
studentsr broad interpretation of teachersf activities as well as sEudent-
to-studenE verbaL interaetion (in favor of the low-anxiety group).
The most frequent interaction patterns and the percentage of
occurrence among the top 10 cel-ls for student teachers of high-anxiety and
low-anxiety are presented in Tabl-e 4. The top 10 interaction patterns for
the high-anxiety group are information giving to information giving,
direction to predlctable response, information giving to direction,
predictable respoose to information givlng, predictable response to
direction, student-to-student verbal i-nteraction to an extended studentst
i-nterpretive perfornance, information giving to au extended studentst
lnterpretive performance, predlctable response to predictable response,
an extended studentsr interpretive perfornance to student-to-student
verbal lnteraction, and iaforuation glvLng to predictable response. The
Table 2
Unlvariate Analyses of Varlance Contrastlng
Student Teachlng Behavlors Using
Hlgh-Anxlety and Low-Anxlety
CAFIAS Varlables
CAFIAS Variables Hlgh-Anxiety Group
4SD
Low-Anxlety Group
MSD ??
1. Teacher Questions, Verbal
2. Teacher Questlons, Nonverbal
3. Teacher Acceptance and Pralse, Verbal
4. Teacher Acceptance and Pralse, Nonverbal
5. Pupl1 Verbal Inltlatton, Teacher Suggested
6. Pupll Nonverbal Inltiatlon, Teacher Suggested
7. Pupll Verbal Inltiation, Student Suggested
8. Pupll Nonverbal InlElatlon, Student Suggested
11.56
11.43
33.93
33。47
63.93
39.08
23.38
11.23
4.89
9.22
18.48
21.37
■8.98
24.59
■2.69
20.78
■2.16
12.87
35。78
40.53
84.36
76.69
55.56
26.67
7.67
12.17
24.17
21.71
18.90
25。49
7.81
6.41
.0468
。0806
.0819
。0859
2.0220
3.5540
2。8582
7.2105
.01.★ユ く
い
N
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Table 3
Dlscriminant Function Analysis and Percentage of Contrlbution
of the Top Four CAI'IAS Variables for Anxiety Differences
CAFIAS Variab■es Standardized Percentage of
Discrlminant Contribution
I.leighting
5. Pupil Verbal Initiation,
Teacher Suggested .55650 32.09
1. Teacher Questions, Verbal .55669 31.00
4. Teacher Acceptance and Praise,
Nonverbal -.38612 14.91
3. Teacher Acceptance and Praise,
Verbal .3L749 10.08
TOta1    88.08
?
?
12
?
??
?
?
???
?
??
????
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
? 7       17V       NV
PRAISE ACCEPTANCEQUEST10NSINTORMAT10N    DIRECT10NS
CIVING
TEACHER
percent of behavlors ln each CAFIAS category for anxiety groups.
? ? ??? ? ? ?
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Table 4
Suumary of Most Frequent InteracEion Patterns and Percentage of
Occurrence among Ehe Top 10 Cells for Student Teachers of
Iligh-anxiety and Low-anxiety
High-anxietY
Interaction Number Percentage of
Patterns of Times Occurrence
Low-anxiety
Interaction Nr:mber
Patterns of Times
Percentage of
Occurrence
5-5
6-8
5-6
8-5
8-6
10-8ヽ
5…8ヽ
8-8
8、-10
5-8
26
26
22
22
■7
16
15
15
■5
■4
25
25
25
23
23
22
21
16
■4
12
24。09
9.37
4.32
5.00
7.■7
23。35
3.98
8.32
18.96
3.50
5-5
6-8
8 -ヽ5
8、…10
10-8ヽ
8-5
5-8ヽ
5-6
8-6
5-8
11.79
8.7
4.8
21.2■
16.42
4.99
5.48
7.58
4。71
5.79
5-5 extended infornation giving
6-8 teachersr directions followed by students' predictable response
5-6 teachersi information giving followed by teachersr directi-ons
8-5 studentsr predictable response followed by teachersr information
giving
8-6 studentsr predictable response followed by teachersr directions
L0-8\ extended studentstinterpretive perforrnance
5-8\ teacherst information giving foll-owed by studentsr interpretive
performance
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Table 4 (continued)
8-8 extended studentsr predictable response
8\-10 extended studentsr interpretive performanee
5-8 teacherst information giving followed by studentsr predictable
resPonse
8\-5 studentst intrepretive response followed by teachersr lnformation
giving.
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top 10 inEeraction patterns for the low-anxiety group are information
giving to information giving, direction to predictable response, an
extended studentst interpretive performance to information giving, an
extended studentsr interpretive performance to student to student verbal-
interaction, student to student verbal interaction to an extended
studentst interpretive performance, predictable response to inforoation
giving, information glving to an extended studeDtst interpretive
performance, information glving to direction, predictable response to
direction, and inforrnation giving to a predictable response.
Analvsis of Teaching Behavior DaEa for
Perception of Threat Groups
A MANOVA was performed on elght CAFIAS variables of high-perception
of threat and low-perception of threat student teachers and revealed a
significant difference, Q = .830(1, 3, 5.5), p < .01. These findings led
to a reject,ion of the nuIl hypothesis that there would be no statistically
significant difference between behavioral interaction teaching patterns
of high-perceptlon of threat and low-perception of threat student teachers.
Univariate analysis of variance was used to detern.ine those
sEati-stically significant variables that contributed to the overall group
dlfference. The univariate analyses of variance results, ceL1 means, and
standard deviations are presented in Table 5. One variable (teacher
questlons, verbal) was found to be statistically significant, I = L2.90
(1, 10)rp<.01.
Percentages of the between groups difference for each of the eight
CAFIAS variables were determlned by discriminant function analysis.
As shown in Table 6, 95.637" of the between groups variance can be
accounted for by four of the variables: teacher questions, verbal
Unlvarlate Analyses of Varlance
of Threat Student
Table 5
Contrastlng High-perception of Threat and Low-perceptlon
Teachlng Behavlors Using CAFIAS Varlables
CAFIAS Variables Hlgh-perceptlon of
Threat Group
MSD
Low-perception of
Threat Group
MSD ??
1-. Teacher Questlons, Verbal
2. Teacher Questlons, Nonverbal
3. Teacher Acceptance and Pralse, Verbal
4. Teacher Acceptance and Pral-se, Nonverbal
5. Pupil Verbal Inltlatlon, Teacher Suggested
6. Pupll Nonverbal Initlatlon, Teacher Suggested
7. Pupll- Verbal- Initlation, Student Suggested
8. Pup11 Nonverbal Inltlatlon, Student Suggested
10.70
11。14
27.81
35.61
63.86
37.48
22.09
25.48
6.08
9.69
17.53
18.63
19.05
27.37
14.46
21.35
12.24
13.15
41.90
43。39
70.91
57。17
15。90
12。46
6.61
11.26
23。04
22.96
17.77
21.02
5.97
7.21
12。8976★
.2685
2.8732
.7219
。9471
3.8565
1.4112
2.9359
.01。
彙
2く
い0
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Table 6
Dlscrlminant Function Analysls and Percentage of Contribution
of the Top Four CAFIAS Variables for Perception
of Threat Differences
CAFIAS Variables Standardlzed Percentage of
Discriminant Contrlbution
Weighting
1. Teacher Questions, Verbal -.87208 76.05
4. Teacher Acceptance and Praise,
Nonverbal- .29673 8.80
5. Pupil Verbal Initiation,
Teacher Suggested 
-.25097 6.30
3. Teacher Acceptance and Praise,
Verbal 
-.2LL57 4.48
Tota■  95.63
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(76.05%); teacher acceptance and praise, nonverbal (8.802); pupil verbal
initiation, teacher suggested (6.3O%); and teacher acceptance and praise,
verbal (4.48%).
The mean percentage of behaviors in each CAFIAS category for both
perception of Ehreat groups are presented in Figure 2. Substantial
differences exist in information givlng and nonverbal predictable response
(in favor of the high-perception of threat group) and in the use of verbal
praise and broad interpretation of teacher activities (in favor of the
low-perception of threat group).
The mosE frequent interaction patterns and the percentage of
occurrence among the top 10 ceLls for the perception of threat groups are
presented in Table 7. The top 10 interaction patterns for the high-
perception of threat group are information glving to inforrnati-on giving,
direction to predictable response, info:mation giving to direetion,
predictable response to information giving, lnfor.mation givi-ng to an
extended studentst interpretive performance, an extended studentsl
interpretive perfonnance to student to student verbal interaction,
student to student verbal interaction to an extended studentsr interpretive
performance, a predictable response to direction, predictable response
to predictabl-e response, and an extended studentsr interpretive
performance to information giving. The top interaction patterns for the
low-perception of threat group are directlon to predictable response,
predietable response to infornation giving, information giving to
lnformation giving, an extended studentst interpretive performance to
lnformation giving, an extended studentsr interPretive perforoance to
student to student verbal lnteraction, student to student verbal
interaction to an extended studentsr interpretive performance'
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Table 7
Sumary of MosE Frequent Interaction Patterns and
Occurrence among the Top I0 Cells for Student
High-Perception of Threat and Low-
Perception of Threat
Percentage of
Teachers of
IligtrPerception of
Interaction Number
Patterns of Times
Threat
Percentage of
Occurrence
Low-perception of
Interaction Nr:mber
PatEerns of Times
Threat
Percentage
Occurrence
Of
5-5
6…8
5-6
8-5
5-8ヽ
8ヽ…10
10-8ヽ
8-6
8-8
8＼-5
23
22
■8
17
■5
■5
■5
14
14
14
21。20
9.53
5.27
6.53
4.30
21.95
22.52
7.13
8。73
4.47
6…8
8-5
5-5
8ヽ-5
8ヽ…10
■0-8＼
5-8＼
5-6
8-6
8-8
30
29
27
24
24
23
22
17
17
■2
8.68
4。06
■5。75
3.87
■6.67
16.62
5。■7
3.97
8.18
11.89
5-5
6-8
5-6
8-5
extended information glving
teacherst directions followed by studentsr predictable response
teacherst lnformatlon giving followed by teachersf directions
studentsr predictable response foll-owed by teacherrs infornation
giving
teacherst info:mation giving followed by studentsr extended
interpretive perfornance
5-8ヽ
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Table 7 (continued)
8\-LO extended studentst interpretlve perfo:mance
10-8\ extended studentst interpretive performanee
8-6 studentsr predictable response followed by teachersr directions
8-3 extended studentsr predictable response
8\-5 studentsr extended interpreLive perfornance followed by teachersr
information glving.
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i-nforruation giving to an extended studentst interpretive performance,
information giving to direction, predictable response to direction, and
predictable response to predictable response.
Summary
Coder reliability was established by comparing the results of two
different codings of one subject fron each group. A Spearman rank-order
correlation score of .9725 was adequate in the determioation of coder
reIlability.
Multivariate analysis of variance was empLoyed to determine if
significant differences existed between the high-anxiety and low-anxiety
groups. The between group difference of the eight CAFIAS variables was
significant and Ied to a rejection of the null hypothesis that there would
be no statistically significant difference between behavioral interaction
teaching patterns of high-anxiety and Low-anxiety student teachers.
Univariate analysis of variance lras used to determine those
statistically slgnificant variables that contributed to group difference.
One variabl-e (pupi1 nonverbal initiation, student suggested) was found to
be statistically significant.
Discriminant function analysis determined the percentage of
contribution of each variable to the between group difference. Most of
the between groups variance uas accounted for by four variables: pupil
verbal initiation, teacher suggested; teacher questions, verbal; teacher
acceptance and praise, nonverbal; and teacher accePtance and praise,
verbal.
The mean percentage of behaviors in each CAFIAS category and the most
frequent interaction patterns of the two anxiety grouPs were compared.
Multivariate anal-ysis of variance was employed to deternine lf
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significant differences existed between the high-perception of threat
group and the low-perception of threaE group. The between group
difference of the eight CAI'IAS Variables was significant and led to a
rejeetion of the nul1 hypothesis that there would be no statistically
significant difference between behavioral interaction teaching patterns
of high-perception of threat and low-perception of threat student
teachers.
Univariate analysl-s of variance hTas used to determlne those
statistically signi-ficant variables that contributed to group difference.
One variable (teacher questions, verbal) was found to be statistically
significant.
Discrimlnant funetion analysis determined the percentage of
contribution of each variable to the between group difference. Most of
the between groups variance can be accounted for by four variabres:
teacher questions, verbal; teacher acceptance and praise, nonverbal; pupil
verbal initiation, teacher suggested; and teacher accept.ance and praise,
verbal-.
The mean percentage of behaviors in each CAFIAS category and the
most frequent interaction patterns of the two percepEion of threat
groups were compared.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESIILTS
This chapter presents a discussion of the results that were derLved
from this investigation. The following wi1-1- be discussed: (a) expansion
of results, (b) analysis of results, (c) lndlrect vs. direct teaching
behavior, (d) dissemination of knowledge as desensitlzatlon, and (e)
suEmary.
Expansion of Results
Multivariate analysis of variance revealed a statistically
significant difference between high-anxiety and low-anxiety student
teachers and between the high-perception of threat and low-perception of
threat student teachers. Thus, anxiety and perception of threat affected
teacher behavior overall. Univariate analysis of variance on the anxiety
groups revealed statistical significance for the CAFIAS varLabl-e pupil-
nonverbal initiation, student suggested. This indicates a substantial
difference in student nonverbal actions in favor of the low-anxiety group
and suggests that more student freedom rdas accounted for. To support this
difference, the cell means for each of the eight CAFIAS variables in the
l-ow-anxiety group exceeded the corresponding cell mean for the high-
anxiety group. Univariate analysis of variance on the perception of threat
groups reveal-ed a statistically significant difference for the CAFIAS
variable teacher questions, verbal. This indicates a substantial
difference in the use of verbal questionl.ng which in turn solicits a
student response and supports the concept of student freedom in the 1ow-
perception of threat group. To support this difference, the celI means
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for six of the eight CAFIAS variables in the low-perception of threat
group exceeded the corresponding cell mean in the high-perception of
threat grouP. Discrlminant function analysis showed that most of the
difference between the high-anxiety and low-anxiety group was due to the
'mount of predlctable student behavior, the use of verbal questi-oning,
and the verbal and nonverbal use of acceptance and praise. Most of the
dlfference between the high-perception of threat and the low-perception
of threat group was due to the amount of verbal questioning used by the
teacher, the amount of predictable student behavior, and the verbal and
nonverbal- use of acceptance and praise. Added support to these findtngs
can be obtained by couparing the mean percentage of classroom behavi-ors.
For the anxiety groups a substantial dlfference existed in information
giving (in favor of the high-anxiety group) and in the studentst broad
interpretation of teachersr activities as well as student to student
verbal- interaction (in favor of the Low-anxiety group). For the
perception of threat groups, a substantial difference existed in
information giving and nonverbal predi-ctable response (in favor of the
high-perception of threat group) and in the use of verbal praise and
broad lnterPretation of teacher activities (in favor of the low-perception
of threat group). A comparison of iateractlon patterns also reveal-s
differences in the amount of student freedom and teacher control. In
favor of the high-anxiety group, differences exlsted tn the following
CAI'IAS variables: informatlon giving to direction (5-6), a predictable
student resPouse to direction (8-5), and a predictable student response
to a predictable student response (8-8). rn favor of the low-anxiety
group, differences existed in the followlng variables: an extended
studentst interpretive performance to lnformation givlng (8\-5), and an
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extended studenEst inrerpreEive performance to student to student
verbal interactj.on (8\-10). In favor of the high-perception of threat
group, differences existed in the following variables: information
giving to informetion giving (5-5), and information giving to direction
(5-6). In favor of the low-perception of threat group, a difference
existed in an extended students t interpretive performance
to information giving (8\-5).
These data suggest that anxiety and perception of threat affected
teacher behavior in this study. The differences existed in student
freedom and teacher control. The high-anxieEy group and the high-
perceptlon of threat group were characterized by more direct teaching
behaviors and student responses that were mechanical and controlled. The
l-ow-anxiety group and the low-perception of threat group exhibited more
indirect teaching methods. There rras an allowance for student creatlvity
and there was less of a concern for control-.
Analysis of Resul-ts
As pointed out previously, anxlety and perception of threat affected
teacher behavior in this investigation. A logical question rnight then be:
What caused the anxiety and what did the student teachers perceive as
being threatening? Spielberger (1971) views state anxiety as a response
variable w'l-th stress being the stimulus and threat representing the
intervening variable. He equates stress with external danger, threat with
Perception of that danger, and state anxlety with the emotional reaction.
If one accepts this sequence, it is easy to see that anxiety and
perception of threat are the result of stress. SelLs (1970) believes that
stress arises under the following condltlons:
1. The individual- ls called upon in a situation to respond
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to circumstances for which he has no adequate response
avalIable. The unavailability of an adequate response rrray
be due to physical inadeqrncy; absence of the response in
the individualts response repertoire; l-ack of training,
equipment, or opportunlty to prepare.
2. The consequences of failure to respond effectively are
important to the individual. Personal involvement in
sltuattons can be defined in terms of imporEance of consequences
to the individual. (p. 148)
In this study, the stressor nay have been one or a combination of the
follorring: personal appearance, teaching an acti-vity that the student
teacher was not skillfu1 at, the supervislng teacher, the cooperating
teacher, talking (lecturing in front of the cl-ass), new surroundings, new
situations, the final grade for student teaching, not being accepted by
faculty members, not being accepted by the students, fear of fail-ure to
do a good job, getting sick during e1ass, lacking teaching experience,
and/or controlling students (disclpline).
According to SpieLberger (L972) situations Ehat are sEressful may
cause coping responses, defense mechanisms, and drive properties that can
affect behavior. The llu1l-Spence drive theory (Martens, L97l; Spielberger,
L97L) states that a dominant reaction to a situatlon wlll be given more
often when drlve or arousal increases, and Sage (1971) claims that a
limiting of the behavioral repertolre takes place during a period of hlgh
arousal. Well learned behaviors are often chosen even if they are
incorrect.
Since teaching rras a relatlvely neril e:rperienee for the subjects of
this study, direct teaching methods rrere more faniliar and easier to
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utilize. Therefore, the student teachers that ranked high in anxiety and
in perception of threat appear to have dealt with stress by narrowing
their teachlng behavior through employlng direct teaching methods more
often than those student teachers that ranked low in anxiety and
perceptlon of threat.
Indirect vs. Direct Teachlng Behavlor
For nearly ha1-f a century, one of the major areas of educational
research has dealt with the teacher-student relationship in the classroom.
An interesting and controversial aspect of this relationship has been the
amount of teacher control- vs. the amount of student freedom that shoul-d
be maintained in the classroom environnent. A review of the li-terature
seems to support a position of student freedom. Anderson (1939) cmpared
doninant and integrative teachj.ng behavior. Findings showed that teachers
who allowed more student, freedom received more cooperation than the
teachers who were dominant. Withall (1949) found that a dominant teacher
must battle attitude problems, lack of cooperation, lack of attention,
and over-aggressiveness more often than l-ess dominant teachers. Lippitt
and Wtrite (1943) concl-uded that learning is facilitated by an enviroment
that is positive in nature and Simon and Boyer (L974) noted that a
positive classroom climate is maintained by teacher encouragement of
student behavior. Fl-anders (1960) made the distinction of direct and
indirect teaching behaviors. Direct teaching behavlor lirnits the freedom
of student action j-n the c1ass. Indirect teaching behavior encourages the
freedom of student action in the c1ass. Studies that support indirect
teaching behavior are Amidon and Flanders (1961), Flanders (1960), Flanders
and Sinon (1969), LaShier and Westmeyer (1967), and Nelson (1966). On
the basis of this research, the indirect teaching approach would appear
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to be more effective. A reasonable expl-anation might be that more
efficient learning takes place when a person is able to Eanipulate the
environment to the extent that what is taught is congruent with what is
learned (Coates, L974).
Dissemination of Knowledge as Desensitization
Anxiety can be characterized, by feelings of uneasiness (Oxendine,
1968; Rogers, L973) that can be attrlbuted to an increase ln the 1eveI of
neural activity (Butter, 1968; Duffy, L957; Sage, 1971-). The physiological-
response to thls stirrlng of emotions can have a negative effect on
behavior and performance (Fisher, L976).
If a supervisor feels that anxiety is severely affecting the behavior
and performance of a student teacher, some type of desensitization night
be considered. DesensitizatLor^ is tta technique that reduces onets
susceptibility to a sensitizing or activating agentr' (Fisher, L976, p.
447). Of the various methods of desensitization, dissemination of
knowledge night be very effective for the student teacher who is
exhibiting feelings of anxieEy and as a result is liuiting his or her
teaching behavior.
The cognitive appraisal of a stressful situation leads to an
emotional experience such as anxiety. It has been found that learning
has a direct relationshtp with the cognitlve appraisal of stress (McGrath,
L977). The more knowl-edge a person has about a situation the less
threatening the stressor becomes, thereby reducing the l-evel- of anxlety.
McGrath (L977) reports that peopl-e often seek informatlon about a possible
stressor before being faced with it and that prior information wlll reduce
stress. Expectations and coping responses are affected by knowledge
(McGrath, L977). This principle can be applied to the student teacher who
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is exhibiting feelings of anxiety and as a result is liniting his or her
teaching behavior to more direct methods. If the objective of the
supervisor would be to lower anxiety and broaden a student teacherrs
behavior to a11ow more student freedom, advanced instruction or
clarification of indlrect teaching night be offered.
The utilizat-ior. of an observational instrument could be enployed io
this situation. An observatj.onal instrument can be a tool for analyzing
teaching, can help to nodify teaching behavior, can show differences in
teaching patterns, and can help show the relationship between behaviors
and student growth (Batchelder, 1975). The past CAITAS studies wirh
student teachers offer excellent examples of how dissemination of
knowledge can affect teaching behavlor.
Kielty (L975) found that students coul-d see a difference in their
teachersr behaviors after instruction iu CAFIAS. Studies by Getty (L977),
Hendrickson (1975), Mancini., Frye & Iaturrlsi 0979), Rochester (1976),
and Vogel (L976) all found differences in student teacher behavior and
classroom interaction after instruction in CAIIAS. Findings showed more
use of indirect teaching behavior, less teacher controL, and more student
freedom. In this study, the low-anxiety group and the low-percepEion of
threat group showed more use of indirect teachlng behavior, less teacher
control, and more studert freedom.
Therefore, if knowledge can affect sEress and stress can produce
anxiety which in turn can affect behavior, then the dissemination of
knowledge can be utilized as a desensltization technique for the student
teacher who is experiencing heightened anxiety. If lndirect teaching
behavior is desirable, CAI'IAS instruction might be employed to lower
anxiety and improve teacher-student interaction behavi,6.
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Srrnrnaf y
Statistlcal analysis was performed on eight CAI'IAS variables and
comparisons were made of mean behaviors and lnteractlon patterns. It
was found that anxiety and perception of threat affected teacher behavior
in this study. The differences existed in student freedom and teacher
control. Student teachers ranking high in anxiety and perception of
threat exhlbited more direct teaching behaviors and student responses that
were more mechanical and controlled. Student teachers ranking l-ow in
anxiety and perception of threat exhibited uore i-ndirect teaching methods.
There \ras an allowance for student creativity and there was less of a
concern for control.
If anxiety and perception of threat are a result of stress, then
stress must be dealt with. Stressors in this study may have been one or
a combination of the followlng: personal appearance, teaching an activj.ty
that the student teacher rilas not skillful- at, the supenrising teacher, the
cooperating teacher, talking (leeturlng) in front of the class, new
surroundings, new situations, the final grade for student teaching, not
being accepted by faculty members, not being accepted by the students,
fear of failure to do a good job, getting sick during c1ass, 1_acking
teaching experience, and/or controlllng students (discipline).
SiEuations that are stressful may cause coping responses, defense
mechanisms, and drlve properties that can affect behavior (Spielberger,
(L972). This can be supported by the Hul1-spence drive theory (Martens,
L97L; spielberger, 1971) and a claim by Sage (1971) rhat rhe behavioral
repertolre becomes more limited when arousal increases. By relating
these concePts to this study, the student teachers who ranked hlgh in
anxiety and perception of threat appear to have dealt with stress by
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narrowing their teaching behavior through the emplo)nnent of direct teaching
behavior more often than those student teachers who ranked low in anxiety
and percepEion of threat.
On the basis of past research, the indirect teaching approach would
appear to be more effective. A reasonable explanation might be that more
efficient learning takes place when a person is able to manipulate the
environnent to the extent where what ls taught is congruent r^rith what ls
learned (Coates, L974).
It has been found thaE learning has a dl-rect relationship with the
cognltive appraisal of stress (McGrath, Lg77). Prior lnforaation will
reduce stress (McGrath, L977). If the objective of the supervisor would
be to lower anxiety and broaden a student teacherrs behavior to all-ow
more student freedom, advanced i.nstruction or clarification nlght be
offered.
An observational instrument such as CAFIAS coul-d be employed ln this
situation. It can be a tool for analyzing teaching, to help to modify
teaching behavior, to show differences in teachJ-ng patterns, and to help show
the relationship between behaviors and student growth (BatcheJ-der, L975).
The past CMIAS studies with student teachers (Getty, L977; Hendrickson,
L975; Kielty, 1975; Mancini et al., 1979, Rochester, L976; Vogel,
L976) are excellent examples of how dissemination of knowledge can affect
teaching behavior. Findings showed more use of indLrect teaching behavior,
less teacher control, and more student freedom. In Ehis study the Iow-
anxiety and low-perception of threat groups reflected these behavlors.
If indirect teaching behavior is desirable, instruction in CAFIAS
might be employed to lower anxiety and improve teacher-student inEeraction
behavior.
Chapter 6
SI]MMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO},IMENDATIONS FOR FIIRTTIER STUDY
Surmary
This study was undertaken to conpare the behavioral interacti.on
patterns of student teachers that ranked either high or 1ow in anxiety
and high or Iow ln perception of threat. Twenty-two student teachers
were used as subjects for this investigatLon. A11 subjects were
videotaped during three complete classes. Subjects hrere assigned to
high-anxiety and low-anxiety groups by a medlan split of mean scores on
the SEQ. Subjects were assigned to hlgh-perception of threat and l-ow-
PercePEion of threat groups by a nedian split of mean scores on the SAQ.
The tapes were eoded by an expert coder through the use of CAFIAS.
Behavioral sequences were Eransposed onto conputer cards for analysis.
Computer data included ratios and percenrages of the eight CAFIAS
variables. A mean score was used to represent each subject. Multivariate
analysis of variance determined that significant differences exlsted
between the high-anxlety and low-anxiety groups, and between the high-
percePtion of threat and the low-perception of threat groups. This Ied to
a rejection of the null hypotheses that (a) there will be no significant
differences between behavioral interaction teachLng patterns of high-
anxiety and low-anxlety student teachers, and (b) there will be no
significant differences between behavioral interaction teaching patterns
of student teachers that are high in perception of threat and low in
Perceptj.on of threat. Unlvariate analyses of variance were used to
determine those varlables that contributed slgnificantly on Eheir own.
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OnIy one variable (pupil nonverbal- initiation, student suggested) was
found to be significanE for the anxiety groups. Only one varlable
(teacher questions, verbal) was found to be significant for the perception
of threat groups. Discriminant function anal-ysis was performed to reveal
the percentage of contribution to between groups difference for each
variable.
It was found that anxiety and perceptlon of threat affected teacher
behavior in this study. Student teachers ranking high in anxiety and
percePtion of threat exhibited more indirect behaviors, and student
responses rdere more mechanical and controlleq. Student teachers ranking
Iow in anxiety and perception of threat exhibited nore lndirect teachi-ng
behavior and made greater allowance for student creativity. Anxiety and
perception of threat are a result of stress (Spielberger, 1971). Sage
(l-971) claims that the behavioral repertoire becomes more limited when
arousal increases. Past research has indicated that an indirect teaching
approach is more effective than a direct teachi-ng approach. Learning has
a direct relationship with the cognitive appraisal of stress (I'lcGrath,
L977). If the objective of the supervisor would be to l-ower anxiety and
broaden a student teacherts behavior to allow more student freedom,
advanced instruction or clarificatlon night be offered. CAFIAS could be
eroployed in this situation to lower anxiety and improve teacher-student
behavior.
Conclusions
From the findings of this investigation the following conclusions
can be drawn:
1. Students of low-anxiety student teachers exhlbit more student
initiated nonverbal activity than the students of high-anxiety student
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teachers.
2. Low-perception of threat student teachers exhibit greater use
of verbal questions than do high-perception of threat student teachers.
3. Low-anxiety student teachers are more indirect in their
teaching behaviors than high-anxiety student teachers.
4. Low-perceptlon of threat student teachers are more indirect
in their teaching behaviors than the high-perception of threat student
teachers.
Reconrmendations for Further Study
The following recommendations are made for future study:
1. A comparison of interaction behavior patterns of high-anxiety
and low-anxiety methods students during micro-peer Eeaching sessions.
2. A comparison of interaction behavior patterns of high-anxiety
and low-anxiety physlcal- edueation teachers.
3. A comparison of interaction patterns of high-anxiety and Iow-
anxiety coaches.
4. A conparison of the SAQ and any other measure of threat
Perception.
5. InvestigaEe the effects of CAFIAS training on the behaviors of
high-anxiety student teachers.
Appendlx A
THE CATEGORIES OF CHEFFERSI ADAPTATION oF FLANDERS' ITIIERAcTION ANALYSIS SYSTEIf
Teacher
Envl-ronment (E)
Student (S)
RelevantCategorles verbal Behavlors Nonverbal
, t_,
2-L2 Pralses, cornrnends, Face: Smlles, nods wlth smlle, (energetLc)jokes, encourages wlnks, 1_aughs
Posture: Claps hands, pats on shoulder, places hand
on head of student, wrlngs studentrs hand,
embraces Joyfully, laughs to encourage, spotsIn gymnastlcs, helps chl1d over obstacles
313
3-13 Accepts, clarlfles, Face: Nods wlthout smlllng, tllts head ln empathetlc
uses, and develops reflectlon, slghs empathet.lcally
suggestlon and
feellng by the learner Posture: Shakes hands, embraces sympathetically,
places hand on shoulder, puts arm around
shoulder or walst, catches an lmplement
thrown by a student, accepts facllltles
4-L4 Asks questlons Face: Wrlnkles brow, opens mouth, turns head wlth
requlrlng student qulzzlcal look
ansrder
■4
??
categorles Verbal
Appendlx A (continued)
Relevant
Behavlors Nonverbal
T4
Posture: Pl-aces hands ln alr, waves flngers Eo and fro
anticipatLng answer, stares awaltlng ansrder,
scratches head, cups hand to ear, stands stlll
half turned toward person, awaits answer
515
5-15 Glves facts, oplnlons, Face: Whlspers words lnaudlbly, sl-ngs, or whlstles
expresses ldeas, or asks
rhetorlcal questlons Posture: Gestlculates, draws, wrltes, demonstrates
actlvltles, points
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6-16 Glves dLrectlons or Face: Polnts wlth head, beckons wlth head, yells at
orders
Posture: Polnts flnger, blows whlstle, holds body
erect whlle barklng commands, pushes chlld
through a movement, pushes a chlld ln a glven
dlrectlon
7L7
7-L7 CrltLclzes, expresses Face: Grl-maces, growls, frowns, drops head, throws
anger or dlstrust, head back ln derlslve laughter, rol-ls eyes,
sarcastlc or extreme bltes, splts, butts wlth head, shakes head
self-reference
o\H
Categorles Verbal
Appendlx A (continued)
Relevant
Behavlors Nonverbal
t7
Posture: Hits, pushes ahray, plnches, grappl-es wlth,
pushes hands at student, drops hands ln
dlsgust, bangs table, damages equlpment,
throws thlngs down
818
B-18 Student response that Face: Poker face response, nods, shakes, gives smallls entlrely predlctabler Erunts, quick smlle
such as obedlent to orders
and responses not requlring Posture: Moves mechanically to questlons or dlrectlons,
thlnklng beyond the compre- responds to any action wlth a ml-nlma1 nervous
henslon phase of knowledge actlvlty, robot l_lke
Elne ElneteenEine (8\) Predlctabl-e student Face: A r'l^Ihatts more slr?" 1ook, eyes sparkllng
responsea requirlng
some measure of Posture: Adds movement to those glven or expected,
evaluatlon and synthesls tries to show some arrangement requirlng
from the student, but must addltlonal thinklng; e.8., works on
remaln wlthln the gymnastlc routlne, drlbbles basketball,province of predictablllty. all game playlng
The lnltlal behavlor rilas
ln response to teacher
lnitlatlon
o\
N
Categorles Verbal
Appendlx A (contlnued)
Relevant
Behavlors Nonverbal
919
9-L9 Pupll- lnltiated tal-k Face: Interrupting sounds, gasps, slghs
thaE l-s purel-y the
result of thelr Posture: Puts hands up to ask questlons, gets up
own lnltlatlve and and walks around without provocaElon,
that could not be beglns creative movement educatlon, makespredlcted up own games, makes up olrn movements, shows
lnltlatlve ln supportlve movement, lntroduces
new movements lnto gameB not predlctable
ln the rules of the game
10 20
10-20 Stands for confuslon, Face: Sitence, chlldren slttlng doing nothlng,
chaos, dlsorder, nolse, nolselessly awaltlng teacher Just prior
much nolse to teacher entry, etc.
aFrom Cheffers, Amidon, & Rodgers (1974)。
Or
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Coder t s ReLlability*
Appendix B
for Selected Subjects Using Spearman's
Subj ecE 111--Low Anxiety
r
Top 10
Cel■s
Rauk
0bservatl-on
One
Rank
Observation
T\so
?
?
?
?
?
8ヽ…10
■0-8
3-8ヽ
8ヽ-3
5-8ヽ
8ヽ-5
2-8ヽ
8ヽ-2
6-8ヽ
8ヽ-6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
■0
9
.00
.00
。00
。00
。00
。00
。00
。00
■。00
■.00
.00
。00
。00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
■。00
■.00
Total 2.00
*
.98
The order of coderrs numerical frequency
The origin of the coding is shown by the
The difference between the ranks of each
g2 i" the d column squared.
is shown by top 10 cells.
rank observations.
cell- is shown by d.
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Appendix B (continued)
Subj ect 222--Hj-gh Anxiety
Top ■0
Cel■s
Rank
0bservation
One
Rank
Observation
Two
?
? d2
8-8
6-8
8-5
8-6
5-8
5-6
10-8
8-10
5-5
4-8
■
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
■
2
3
4
5
6
8
7
9
■0
.00
。00
。00
。00
。00
。00
■.00
1。00
。00
.00
.00
.00
。00
.00
。00
.00
1。00
1。00
。00
。00
Total 2.00
*
.98
The order of coderrs nunerical frequency is shown by top 10 cells.
The origin of the eoding is shown by the rank observations.
The difference between the rank of each cell is shorm by d.
,d- is the d column squared.
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Appendix
Subject 114--Low
B (conEinued)
Perception of Threat
Top ■0
Cel■s
Rank
Observation
One
Rank
Observation
Trlo
??
d2
5…5
8-8
6…8
8-6
8-5
5-6
5-8
5-8ヽ
8-7
8-8ヽ
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
9
9
1
2
3
4
7
6
5
8
9
10
.00
。00
。00
。00
2.00
。00
2。00
■。00
。00
1。00
.00
。00
。00
。00
4.00
。00
4。00
■。00
。00
■。00
Total 10.00
*
.94
The order of the coderrs numerical frequeney is shoryn by top 10 cel-Is.
The origln of the coding is shown by the rank observatlons.
The difference between the rank of each cell is shown by d.
.,
d' is the d column squared.
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Appendix B
Subject 223-―High
(continued)
Perception of Threat
Top ■0
Ce■ls
Rank
Observation
One
Rank
Observation
Tbo
d2??
8ヽ…10
■0-8ヽ
5-8
8-5
8ヽ…6
6-8
8-8ヽ
8ヽ-9
6-8ヽ
8ヽ―鉄
■。5
1.5
3
4
5
6
7.5
7.5
9.5
9.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
■0
。50
.50
。00
.00
。00
。00
.50
.50
.50
.50
。25
.25
.00
。00
。00
。00
.25
.25
.25
。25
Total- ■。50
*
.99
Ttre order of the coderls numerical
The orlgin of the coding ls shown
The difference between the rank of
,)
d' is the d column squared.
frequency is shown by top 10 ceLls.
by the rank observation.
each cell is showo by d.
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Appendix C
SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE
*Oo r scale of 1-5, how threaEening can the following things be to you
as a student teacher?
Personal appearance.
Teachi-ng an activity you are not skillful at.
Your supervising teacher.
Your cooperating teacher.
Talking (lecturing) in front of the class.
New surroundings.
New situati-ons.
Your final grade for sEudent teaching.
Not being accepted by faculty members.
Not belng accepted by your students.
Failing to do a good job.
Getting sick during class.
Lacking teaching experience.
Control-ling students (discipline).
*1- I cantt see how it could be threatening.
2- A Little threatening, sometimes.
3- It can be threatening, in an average sense.
4- Tt can be very threatening, sometimes.
5- It is quite threatening a great deal of the time.
If you have experienced or are experiencing an anxiety producing si-tuation,
what do you think is causing the anxiety?
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Appendix D
IMORMED CONSENT FORM
I hereby consent to take part in this research study as a subject.
T reaLize that I will be videotaped during three of my classes and that
I will anstser an anxiety i-nventory and a subjective questioruEire before
each class. I realize that I wil-l be categorized into an anxiety grouP
from the results of the inventory and that my teaching behavior will be
analyzed through the use of Chefferst Adaptation of Flander,sf Interaction
Analysls System.
T reaLize that:
I have been info::ned of all important features of the
study, a1-1 rny pertinent questions w111 be or have been answered, the
researcher is responsible for all obligations, there will be no
deception, my confidentiality will be protected, I have the right to
drop out at any tlme, and that a clear and fair agreement has been
made between the researcher and nyself.
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